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Reading Yvonne Farrell and Shelley McNamara’s FREESPACE Manifesto
for the Venice Architecture Biennale 2018, we are overwhelmed by the wide
range of definitions of free space.
FREESPACE describes a generosity of spirit and a sense of
humanity […].
FREESPACE focuses on architecture’s ability to provide free and
additional spatial gifts […].
FREESPACE celebrates architecture’s capacity to find additional
and unexpected generosity in each project […].
FREESPACE provides the opportunity to emphasize nature’s free
gifts […].
FREESPACE encourages reviewing […] new ways of seeing the
world […].
FREESPACE can be a space for opportunity, a democratic space,
un-programmed and free for uses not yet conceived […]. .
FREESPACE encompasses freedom to imagine.1
“Free” is the space that architects should design and “free” is the attitude
that architects should adopt to design that “space.” However, what
impressed us the most in the manifesto definitions is the recurrence of
the word “generosity,” used to explain possibilities within FREESPACE.
Understanding FREESPACE as generous space designed by generous
architects led us to an utterly new reading of the exhibit.
Generosity comes from the Latin generositas, “belonging to a noble family.” 2
Hence, generosity means “being magnanimous” as a consequent resulting
responsibility of this higher status. You belong to something, but you also
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take care of something else. Therefore, generosity is more an action than
a quality; it is the action of advocating for socially and economically less
prosperous communities and taking responsibility from a higher position.
From this perspective, FREESPACE is the action of defining a new form of
architectural citizenship in which the concepts of democracy, equality, and
openness acquire a completely new significance. This is far from populistic
and nationalistic ideas of equalizing everyone and everything. This new form
of citizenship builds hierarchies within the concept of space while respecting
the idea of the whole in terms of design principles. This concept recalls a
discourse started in the journal Rassegna in 1998, only a few years after the
establishment of the European Union.3 Theorists and architects, amongst
whom Vittorio Gregotti and Oswald Mathias Ungers, explored the possibility of
a unified European architecture. In that regards, Gregotti wrote concernedly
that the “utopic will to control transformation through equality might give rise” 4
to tyrants. Ungers seemed replying Gregotti’s concern with a passionate
article in defense of the autonomy of architecture that is not tyrannical, that
does not solve conflicts by imposing unitarian principles. On the contrary,
an architecture that embraces coincidentia oppositorum (coincidence of
opposites) citing Nicholas of Cusa.5 Only with the coincidence of the opposites
(thesis and antithesis together in the continuous re-discussion of their own
positions), united by an imperfect fragment, architecture can yield to progress,
through variety, liberty, sincerity, and reason, and this is what consists the
autonomy of architecture.6
This year Biennale faces the antithesis of the challenge discussed by Gregotti
and Ungers. The question is not anymore if unity will lead to a European
architecture, or to a global architecture in a more current fashion. The
question is what kind of architecture exists within an emerging pattern of disunity. In a world where the paradigm of equality has led to boundaries and
confinements, enclosures and bans, our lens of interpretation is to discover if
the architecture proposed by this year’s Biennale shows the horizon of a new
architecture.
Through the notes that follow, we wish to introduce you to six national
pavilions/participations that represent the re-definition of architectural identity,
from its authoritative role, with generosity. The result of such an investigation
is an exploration of FREESPACE that brings us to question the meaning of
contemporary citizenship.
ARCIPELAGO ITALIA - THE ITALIAN PARTICIPATION
Mario Cucinella, the curator of this year Italian participation, decided to call
the installation “Arcipelago Italia” and laid it out as a system of scattered
Italian islands. Arcipelago Italia is an analogy for the system of peripheries
that we can find everywhere in Italy, from North to South. The pavilion depicts
rural and suburban identities of a country that has forgotten its roots of
countryside and its ties with the agricultural world. The exhibit is organized
as an archipelago, an agglomeration of five projects for five case studies that
share the common goal of displaying architecture as a territorial activator. The
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first room is occupied by a self-promulgation from the curator that brings us
to discover the five sites of interventions.
In the second room, you can find the display of the five projects designed
by six emergent Italian architectural firms: Diverserighestudio, MoDus
Architects, BDRbureau, GravalosDiMonte Arquitectos, AM3 Architetti
Associati, and solinas serra arquitectos. The projects are presented on
top of a massive wooden table occupying and invading the room with a
pungent oak odor (Fig. 1). The “space” suggested by these interventions
are spaces for reactivation of communities, often implying participatory
design techniques (Fig. 2). If architecture wants to be the territory maker,
then its autonomy has been achieved through this interpretation of

Figure 1. Arcipelago Italia: vast open space revealing the richness and potentiality of the
Italian (rural) territories.

Figure 2. GravalosDiMonte Arquitectos’ proposal for the Scalo di Grassano, aiming at
creating a synergistic network of locations sharing services and generating flows.
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FREESPACE, a space where the designers can offer specialized solutions
from their higher role of space makers. However, the lack of connectivity
among the projects reveals an idea of “space” that is fragmented. If Italy is
an archipelago, are we considering keeping it as an ensemble of separated
parts? Perhaps, this is the intended message, and perhaps these fragments
represent the idea of “diversity within a whole” as advocated by Ungers.
We would just have preferred Cucinella to openly state it, and perhaps give
credits to the other six teams collaborating in the making of this installation.
VATICAN CHAPELS - THE HOLY SEE
The suggestive site of San Giorgio Island facing the San Marco basin and
hosting one of the most famous churches built by Andrea Palladio
(1565-1610) becomes the location of the newest participant of the Biennale,
the Vatican. Curated by Italian architectural historian Francesco Dal Co, the
installation program is inspired by the “woodland chapel” built by Swedish
architect Gunnar Asplund in 1920 for the Cemetery of Stockholm. This
small sacred building (defined a “masterpiece” by Dal Co) seems forged
by natural forces or by chance and lost in a vast forest. This is a metaphor
of the labyrinth of life as a progression through orientation, meditation, and
encounter.7
The Holy See invited ten architects (ten is a sacred number in Catholicism)
recognized worldwide for their work, “from different religions, cultures,
and nations,” 8 and charged to re-interpret Asplund’s metaphor, designing
ten chapels nestled in the luscious garden of the San Giorgio monastery.
Strolling around the garden, the labyrinth of life makes one encounters the
chapels as surprises that reveal themselves as follies popping out from
behind a tree or rising in front of the lagoon. Each one is stylistically different
from the other. This pilgrimage between the different sacred places is a
call to unity within diversity, leading to a “space” that is “free” because it is
in between these two conditions. In this light, the path that leads from one
chapel to the next is as important as the chapels themselves.
Although the architects were asked to include an altar and a pulpit in
each chapel, the cross becomes the most recognizable element of most
structures. Carla Juacaba’s chapel develops itself around the steel
cross (Fig. 3) that grows into a symbolic center. Working with plans and
projections, the cross became the bench that spiritually connects to the
environment all around. Smiljan Radic Clarke puts the cross at the center
of his design as well. In his case, the cross is the structural element that
supports the roof, a circular skylight that connects the cross to the sky
(Fig. 4). Norman Foster decided to tailor his chapel around the trees and
bushes of the garden, opening the chapel to view the lagoon (Fig. 5). Here,
three wooden crosses support the whole cladded wooden system, carrying
out the rhythm of the structure. Francesco Cellini recreates the cross with
the section profile (Fig. 6). Finally, with a similar intention, Sean Godsell
designed a cross plan that encapsulates and reflects the light inside a
golden tower (Fig. 7).
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Figure 3. Holy See: the squared section beams of the cross, are enclosed by sky, water and
trees, which provide the backdrop for Carla Juaçaba’s chapel.
Figure 4. Smiljan
Radic Clarke’s
cross-sectional
suspended
cylinder is
structurally
supported by its
own cross.

Figure 5.
Norman Foster’s
timber structure,
framing views
out to the sea.

Figure 6. Francesco Cellini works with elementary and pared down spaces, materials that
are practically abstract.
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These structures might remain permanently for the Biennale, probably
changing the current function into something different such as galleries or
even shops. Some of them, perhaps, will be moved to another location,
maybe serving a community that is looking for a new “spiritual space.”
We hope that the Holy See will pursue this second path. The generosity
of giving the chapels to other communities would be an excellent way of
recycling, while maintaining the typology.

Figure 7. Sean Godsell’s resilient and transportable chapel is a tall, rectilinear structure
formed around a square plan and based on the dimensions of a shipping container.
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WEAK MONUMENT - THE ESTONIAN PARTICIPATION
Estonia and its installation bring to Venice a controversial interpretation of
monumentality, one which challenges the static and universal authorities,
and critiques the interchangeable values that make the monuments
“dancing” from one political side to the other.9 What sets the monuments
apart from other types of architecture is this dichotomy to be political, while
being representationally simple.10 This characteristic made the monument
a tool at the service of imposed regulations, providing the experience of a
specific place to its users.
Located in the deconsecrated church of Santa Maria Ausiliatrice on the
Fondamenta San Gioacchino, midway between the Arsenal and the
Giardini, the exhibition at first liberates space, time, and any cultural
connotation, to then over-jam the visitor with objects that are specific and
a-contextual at the same time. Like stated by its curators in the pavilion’s
catalog, this exhibition explores the blurred lines between a monument’s
explicitly political form and the architecture of everyday (Fig. 8), “the
pavement beneath the grandiose column.” 11 The weak version of a
monument is just that, the oxymoron of rootlessness spatiality where the
political power is in every built form.12 Hence, today, monuments are weak
as they represent authorities that we do not trust anymore, so that even “a
post, a photograph, or an event [organized via social media] can claim the
status of a monument.” 13
Put together to impress, oppress, distress, and amuse the visitor, or simply
to attribute even more value to the “space” liberated for the audience
across that concrete threshold, “the project explores an alternative
construction of monumentality […] the construction of a concept.” 14

Figure 8. Weak Monument, floor detail: existing bi-colored polished marble floor
superimposed by a risen cobble stone plaza accessible via an elegant white marble ramp.
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A sense of “release” and freedom transpires when comparing the two sides of
the heavy wall. On the front side, visitors are welcomed by a “naked,” sober,
almost sanitized “free” plain (Fig. 9). On the other side of the concrete wall,
an urban situation is recreated. From here, one can access a loud, crowded
“space” built up by objectry (Fig. 10).
Does this Pavilion “free” any “space” for the citizens? Architecture and space
have the capacity to become monuments because they are communal, goods
that are shared by citizens and offer access to the tradition of the ordinary.15

Figure 9. Free plain unfinished concrete wall defining two interior spaces.

Figure 10. In-between space
accommodating a rest-niche within
the existing structure of Santa Maria
Ausiliatrice Church and separating two
very distinct atmospheres.
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Monuments relate people to everyday histories of building and living and
make them part of tradition. The monument allows citizens to establish an
immediate and tangible experience that has meaning for many and thus
receives the status of a monument. In this case, it might be that curators
Laura Linsi, Roland Reemaa and Tadeáš Říha are exploring the possibility
to “free” information and allow for new, more contemporary memory.
This freedom might be also achieved by questioning the possibility for a
monument to be “temporary” or/and “mediocre” and, because “its potential
reside in its physical form,” 16 the act of conceiving pavilions might want to
suggest designers to be bold in liberating the new from the old and design a
space in which citizens can equally identify with today.
Monument for Toomas Paaver “is always created by some grand shared
story […] People, or society in general, need symbols […] that unite
[space].” 17 Through this exhibition, it seems like the curators seek for a
reverted process, a process which will lead the audience to question the
very significance of an architecture and/or a space that has always been
imposed to the citizens in the name of authority, power and control. In
“Weak Monument: Architectures Beyond the Plinth” it is suggested that the
viewer unlearns the monument in order to fully immerse him/herself into the
understanding of this exhibition “[the viewer ought to take] a distance [from]
the canonical definition of it […] to open up a ground for the emergence of
more expanded conceptions.” 18
Perhaps, this is the only way to free space and to provide an opportunity for
citizens to re-write their own identity and sense of space.
SVIZZERA 240: HOUSE TOUR - THE SWISS PAVILION
What is Swiss Design and how does it relate to “space” and its utility to
Western Citizens’ comfort and equity?
Often referred to as the International Typographic Style, the style of design
elaborated in Switzerland in the 40s and 50s was a spin-off of much of the
graphic design generated in the mid-twentieth Century at the Zurich School
of Arts and at the Basel School of Design. The style favored simplicity,
legibility and objectivity. Central to this style was the use of sans-serif
typography, grids and asymmetrical layouts that, in the combination of
typography and photography as means of visual communication, were
presented to the world as posters, clear images easy to be understood.
“Svizzera 2014: House Tour” invites its visitor to explore standard homes
in an a-contextual setting. Nothing is measurable: the classical references
between the body and the world are questioned and resettled. Furthermore,
from a material standpoint, all is the same, washed-out from any attempt to
innovate and think of a less aggressive use of materials with less impact on
the environment. White walls, plastic window frames, wooden floors, etc.,
all is very familiar to us, all is sanitized, all is lacking the necessary critical
attention to the environment and citizenship. The call, from the conventional
uncritical user requesting a standardized environment in a desperate desire
for comfort living, has been answered.
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Following the traditional Swiss Design, Alessandro Bosshard, Li Tavor,
Matthew van der Ploeg and Ani Vihervaara, who received the Golden Lion
for best national participation at this Biennale, offer us a poster of how a
domestic “Western space” should be like, through a simple, legible and
objective architecture (Figs. 11, 12).
To us, therefore, the question is: What is the space really freeing citizens
from? Perhaps, it liberates us from conventions, stereotypes and strict rules
that we have been adopting for centuries to uniformly perform within this
society.
This “space” makes us question our discipline and whether we are using
what we know wisely when designing or whether, on the contrary, we have
been imposed standards in order to conform our work to the great masses.

Figure 11. Svizzera 240: House Tour: the
proposal of an “out-of-scale” conventional
home.

Figure 12. The invitation for the visitor to
play with ever changing scales in space.

When visiting the pavilion, we start questioning about an ever-changing
world and how, if compared to it, design results static and stubborn to
transformations: the world we live in today has never been more various
and diverse. Citizens are going through an important metamorphosis
where questioning the sacred and traditional family core is in order. We the
designers ought to think of spaces able to provide for a multitude of diverse
demands. It is time we re-question our (imposed) standards.
With its beautiful and bold intervention, we hope that the Swiss pavilion will
contribute to “free” our “spaces” from conventions. It is time we start looking
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at our cities, citizens, neighborhoods and homes with open and free minds.
Our trained skills and sensitivities are called to serve this global community
with a range of tools that provide equal opportunity to “free” citizens’ diverse
identities in “spaces.”
DIMENSIONS OF CITIZENSHIP - THE AMERICAN PAVILION
When entering the USA pavilion, the visitor is guided through an immersive
experience of informative facts that explore the idea of citizenship in seven
different scales: Citizen, Civitas, Region Nation, Globe, Network and
Cosmos (Fig. 13). The aim is to engage the audience to start considering
citizenship “from body to city to heavens,” 19 culminating in the realization

Figure 13. Dimensions of Citizenship: with its various individuals’ installations, it explores
the notion of diverse ideas of citizenship.

that citizenship should be understood and addressed as a cross-boundary
critical global topic.
The choice of the seven spatial scales enlarges the horizon of
citizenship to the controversial and paradoxical sphere of the sky and
beyond. In 1949, the German-born American philosopher Hannah
Arendt saw in the conquest of the cosmos, the reduction of the humans’
citizenship depriving them from authority.20 On the opposite end, this
pavilion considers citizenship as a system of rhizomatic networks of
ecology, culture, and policies. In this latter interpretation, humans are
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only a part of the whole, yet the only responsible for its destruction.
The series of thematic installations illustrate the above-mentioned shift,
guiding and mentoring the visitor through the paradoxes and challenges of
asking what the relationship between the body, the city, and heavens is. It
is time to ask the question of what it really means “free” to choose where to
belong to, without explanations, without reservations. Perhaps the notion
of borders also goes beyond the recognition of citizenship and calls for a
redefinition. Instead of focusing on improving ways to legitimize the process
of letting people in and out a country, reinventing this idea altogether is
what the exhibition aims for. However, the pavilion is not clear on how to go
about it. It seems that the seven different scales of citizenship are grounded
on factual explorations that have as their only result “to renounce sense
perception and hence common sense, by which we coordinate the perception
of our five senses into the total awareness of reality.” 21
ISLAND - THE BRITISH PAVILION
The British pavilion brings together themes of isolation, drifting, Brexit, and,
perhaps in a subtler way, it conveys the decay of the collective idea of the
United Kingdom, a nation distancing from the world and perhaps from itself.
The pavilion looks abandoned and consists of a series of empty galleries
(Fig. 14), where the visitor is free to choose the route to take, to explore the

Figure 14. Island: the interior space offers
no exhibition.
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emptiness and the void: this is the exhibition in its traditional space. The
openness of the galleries represents the generosity of space, free for all,
open to any interpretation and to the visitor’s ideas and thoughts. A place
not only for discussion and performance, as the organizers point out, but
also for contemplation and reflection on the current state of affairs of the
UK - and of the world.
However, the British pavilion elaborates another gallery space, less
traditional, that takes the visitors by surprise. A terrace is spatially
constructed on a system of scaffolding covering the empty shell of the
pavilion (Fig. 15). This raised platform is accessible through an outdoor
staircase built adjacent to the main existing entrance of the pavilion.
To the organizers, it is a structure that supposedly creates a sense of
reconstruction and restoration. Nonetheless, it is also a construction on the
ashes of what used to be, looking over the Laguna from top-down: is this a
new sort of colonialism?
Similarly, the theme for the British pavilion resonates with the theme of the
American one: the issue of borders, strong nationalism, and their place in
the world. Yet we ask: Abandonment of what? Perhaps of outdated notions
of belonging? Or, perhaps, of ideas of power and dominance? A platform
towards where? New ideas of belonging, and, perhaps freedom, the
reinvention of what it means to be British? Certainly, less academic than
the American pavilion with its artistic and dynamic installations, the “empty”

Figure 15. The building, covered with scaffolding, supports a wooden platform at rooflevel.
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British Pavilion invites the public to engage in such inquiries, to start a
critical analysis, to explore for oneself an answer to the dramatic emptiness,
“free” of obvious meaning and full of possibilities for interpretation.
CONCLUSION
After wandering amongst these six pavilions/participations, do we have a
response to our initial question: What kind of architecture exists within an
emerging pattern of dis-unity?
Clearly, the British and the American pavilions represent an interpretation of
FREESPACE that more than others are tailored within spatial and current
ideas of borders and enclosure. But whereas the British pavilion constructs
its FREESPACE on top of the ashes of a deceased past, the USA one
presents a connectivity system that wishes to unify the diverse scales of
citizenship, perhaps without fully achieving it.
And if the American pavilion tries to define the big scale of citizenship, the
Estonian installation focuses on the detail. The Estonian narrative rejects
monumentality as an imposed history through which citizens do not identify
with anymore, encouraging an exploration of new acquired identities that
are found and represented in the everyday details of space. These details,
which are also celebrated in the Holy See participation, truly encompass
the happening of a new sort of citizenship that empowers small histories of
power. The details are the small perception of the world that negates the
very concept of boundaries.
Even the Swiss pavilion demonstrates the importance of the details by
neutralizing them. The standardization and an almost obsessed imposition
of generalization over details in spaces for its citizens, neutralizes
explorations by providing general guidelines in the hope all citizens can
identify with dullness.
Perhaps, it is the necessity of living the everyday architecture in the daily
detail that comes out from this year Biennale. An architecture that is lost
in a global context, is now repossessing the scale of detailing, both at the
level of construction (the crosses of the Holy See chapels, the pavement in
the Estonian installation) and at the level of purposes (the peripheries of the
Italian exhibition as the detail of a forgotten space within a grander narrative
of cities). On a global scale, questions arise regarding the challenges for
architects in articulating FREESPACE through detailing.
The attention is now on the details of the new urban space that is now
dealing with accommodating people of diverse upbringing and background.
Architects has the great opportunity to create the spatial circumstances that
allow freedom to people to re-shape their space, while finding new forms of
citizenships. In this generous action, architects should strive to maintain the
spatial “coincidences and opposites” that can be understood and dealt with,
even in the globalized world.
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